Spelling theorems, a Cohen-Lyndon theorem and a Magnus theorem are proved for onerelator products of arbitrary groups, in cases where the relator is a sufficiently high power.
Introduction
Let A and B be groups. A one-relator product of A and B is a group of the form G = (A * B)/N(s), where A *B is the free product, s E A *B is a cyclically reduced word of length at least 2, and N(-) denotes normal closure in A * B. By the theory of free products we may write s uniquely in the form s = P, where m is a positive integer and r E A* B is not itself a proper power. The element r is called the root of S, and m the exponent.
In the case where A and B are free groups, the one-relator product G is just a one-relator group, and there is a great wealth of theory about such groups (see for example [ 15, Chapters II and IV] . It turns out that much of this theory can be generalized, under suitable restrictions, to one-relator products. For example, in [ 1 O-l 21 it was shown that analogues of several classical results of one-relator group theory hold for one-relator products in which the exponent is sufficiently high. In particular, if m 2 4 then the Freiheitssatz holds (each of A, B embeds in G via the natural map); the generalized word problem for A and B in G is soluble, provided A and B have soluble word problems; and except for a few special types of word r there is an Identity Theorem (N(P )ab is isomorphic to ZG/( 1 -r)ZG as a ZG-module). These results were proved in the case m = 3 in [4] , under the additional hypothesis that Y contains no letter of order 2.
In the present paper we adopt the same general philosophy, and prove analogues of some further one-relator group theorems for one-relator products of sufficiently high exponent. The first of these are two spelling theorems, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in Section 3. Spelling theorems for one-relator groups were first proved by Newman [ Roughly speaking, a spelling theorem is one which says that any consequence of the relator(s) in a group presentation must contain a subword or subwords of a certain form. Another classical theorem of this type is Greendlinger's Lemma in small cancellation theory (see [ 15, V.41). Our Theorem 3.1 has a similar form.
Spelling theorems yield, among other things, lower bounds for the length of nontrivial words in ZV(r" ), and so can be applied to prove other results. In Section 5 we use our spelling theorems to prove analogues of the CohenLyndon Theorem and the Magnus Theorem. The Cohen-Lyndon Theorem for a one-relator group [ I] asserts that the normal closure of the relator (in the underlying free group) is free with a particular set of conjugates of the relator as basis. The analogous statement for one-relator products of locally indicable groups was proved in [ 71. Here we prove a version for arbitrary one-relator products of high exponent (Theorem 5.1) .
The Magnus Theorem says that two elements of a free group have the same normal closure if and only if each is a cyclic permutation of the other, or of its inverse. Again, there is an analogue for free products of locally indicable groups [ 6 1. Here we prove an analogue for a free product of arbitrary groups, under the condition that both elements concerned are sufficiently high powers (Theorem 5.2).
Our methods, as in [ 1 O-l 21, are geometric, using the notion of a picture over a one-relator product. We recall the necessary details of pictures in Section 2. In Section 3 we prove our spelling theorems, which we apply in Section 5 to prove our Cohen-Lyndon and Magnus theorems. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss the prospect of improving the bounds on exponent that appear in our various results.
Pictures
Pictures were introduced by Rourke [20] and were adapted to the context of one-relator products by Short [22] . They have since been applied in this context by various authors [2, 3, 5, 8, [10] [11] [12] 141 .
We shall give a brief description of the technique here: A more detailed introduction can be found in [ lo] (see also [ 51) .
Let G = (A * B ) /N (r" ) be a one-relator product. A picture r on D2 over G consists of:
(i) a disjoint union of (small) discs ~1,. This data is required to satisfy a number of properties:
(a) In any region d of r (that is, any component of D2 \ (U zli U <) ), either all labels belong to A or all labels belong to B (we will refer to A as an A-region or a B-region accordingly). We allow a number of operations on pictures as follows. First of all, a bridge move can be performed along an embedded curve y in D2 meeting r only in its endpoints, which must be interior points of arcs of r, provided the resulting structure satisfies the rules for pictures described above. A bridge move along y is just surgery on y: some small neighbourhood of y is a rectangular strip meeting r in its two short edges. One replaces the two short edges of the strip by the two long edges (see [ 5, 10, 22] for details).
A picture on D2 is called spherical if its boundary label is trivial. A spherical picture containing precisely two vertices is called a dipole. We allow ourselves to insert or delete "floating" dipoles, that is if D c C is a disc such that r restricts to a dipole re on D, we may replace r, by the empty picture on D, and vice versa.
We say that a pair of vertices of a picture r cancel along an arc a if they are joined by a: and if they can be made into a dipole using bridge moves on the incident arcs other than CL In particular, the number of vertices of a picture may be decreased by bridge moves and deletion of a floating dipole, whenever there is a cancelling pair of vertices.
It turns out that some special forms of relator require separate attention. We say that r is exceptional if it has the form xuyu-' for some word U and letters x, y (up to cyclic permutation).
If p, q are the orders of x, y respectively, we say that G is of type E(p, q, m). In the case where U is empty, A = (x) and B = (y), G is then the triangle group of type (p, q, m), which we denote Go (p, q, m). If in addition the number is positive, then G is finite of order 2/s. For a finite triangle group G = Go (p, q, m), there is a canonical spherical picture r (p, q, m ) arising from the action of G on S2 (see [ lo] ). In general, if G is exceptional, of type E (p, q, m) and s > 0, then there is a natural homomorphism from Go (p, q, m) to G, and r (p, q, m) induces a spherical picture over G, which we also call r (p, q, m) by abuse of notation. The final operation we allow on pictures is the insertion or deletion of a floating r (p, q, m).
Two pictures over G on D2 are said to be equivalent if each can be obtained from the other by a sequence of allowable moves, namely bridge moves and insertion/deletion of floating dipoles or r (p, q, m)'s. We say that a picture over G on C is ef$cient if it has the least number of vertices in its equivalence class. In particular, efficient pictures are always reduced, in the sense that there is no cancelling pair of vertices.
General spelling theorems
In this section we prove two spelling theorems for one-relator products of the 
-k).
If r has two or more vertices, and every region meets dD*, then the result follows immediately since no class of parallel arcs connecting two vertices can contain more than 1 arcs (see the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [lo] ), and since at least two of the vertices of r are connected to neighbours by at most one class of parallel arcs (r becomes a forest on identification of parallel arcs). We prove by induction on the number of vertices that every efficient picture over G on D* containing an interior region (one not meeting dD*) has property (2) or (3).
Using Theorem F(m) of [ 10,111, we can deduce the following: (i) no two vertices of r are connected by more than one class of parallel arcs (for otherwise the two parallel classes involved bound a disc d, and the restriction of r to A has more than two vertices, only two of which are connected to the boundary-contrary to F( m ); (ii) no arc of r is a loop (by a similar argument); and (iii) if r has precisely three vertices, then these bound a triangular region (again by a similar argument), and it follows that each is connected to dD* by a class of parallel arcs-necessarily containing at least (m -2)l arcs. In particular this takes care of the initial case of the induction. If r is disconnected, then the result follows immediately by applying the inductive hypothesis to each component of r. A similar argument applies if r has a separating vertex (one whose removal would leave r disconnected). Hence we may assume that r is connected with no separating vertex. In particular, no vertex is connected to dD* by more than one class of parallel arcs. Moreover, any vertex connected by an arc to 80* is also connected by arcs to at least two vertices.
As in [ 10,111, we associate to r a tessellation T of D* by shrinking each vertex to a point, and each parallel class of nonboundary arcs to a single edge, removing dD*, all boundary arcs and all boundary regions. We also associate angles to the corners of T: each corner of a k-sided region is given an angle of (k -2)n/k. It follows from [lo, Theorem 3.11, (if m 2 5) and from [ 11, Theorem 2.11, (if m = 4) that every interior vertex of r has angle sum at least 27~. A calculation involving the Euler formula now shows that the sum of the angles incident at the b boundary vertices of r is at most (b -2)n. Since each boundary vertex has at least two neighbours, and hence incident angles adding up to at least 71/3, we can find, for some k E { 3,4,5,6}, k boundary vertices u 1, . . . , uk such that Vi has precisely two neighbours for i < 6 -k and at most three neighbours for i > 6 -k. In r no class of parallel arcs connecting two vertices contains more then 1 arcs, so any vertex with n neighbours is connected to dD* by at least (m -II )1 parallel arcs of r. The result follows. 0
The second of our spelling theorems applies only to words r, no letter of which has order 2 in the pregroup A U B. If r has more than one vertex, but no interior regions, then again there are at least two vertices that are joined to neighbours by at most one class of parallel arcs, and by a single class of parallel arcs to the boundary. Such a vertex is joined to the boundary by at least 2m -1 special arcs, which separate a cyclic subword of r*m of length (m -1 )I, and (2) follows. Suppose then that r contains at least one interior region, and argue by induction on the number of vertices that (2) or (3) holds. As before we may assume that r is connected with no separating vertex, so that any two arcs connecting a given vertex to dD2 are parallel. Interior vertices of r have angle sum at least 27c, by [ 4, Lemma 3.11, so as above there exist at least 3 boundary vertices with at most 3 neighbours. Each such boundary vertex is connected to dD2 by at least 2m -3 special arcs which separate a cyclic subword of r*' of length (m -2)1. This proves the theorem. 0
Technical results
In this section we prove some technical corollaries of the results of Section 3, which enable us to prove the Cohen-Lyndon and Magnus theorems of Section 5.
Lemma 4.1. Assume that one of the following conditions hold: (i) m 2 4 and rm is not of theform E(2,3,4) or E(2,3,5), (ii) m 2 3 and no letter of r has order 2. If W # 1 is a cyclically reduced word in N(P) then either W is a cyclic permutation of rkm or 1 (W) > ml.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 0
If W is a word in N ( rm ) we define the norm of W, v ( W), to be the inlimum, over all pictures r over (A * B)/N ( rm ) on D2 with boundary label W, of the number of vertices of r. Note that v is constant on conjugacy classes, since the boundary label of a picture may be changed to any conjugate by inserting arcs close to the base-point (the point on the boundary from which the label is read 1. 
Proposition 4.2. Let Y be a cyclically reduced word of length 1 2 2 in the free product A * B. Assume that m 2 6. Let W be a non-empty, reduced word belonging to the normal closure of rm. Then there exist words W' and D in A*B such that W'E N(rm), l(W') 5 l(W), l(D) < l(W)
/
Proposition 4.3. Let r be a cyclically reduced word of length 1 > 2 in the free product A * B. Assume that m 2 4 and that no letter of r has order 2 in A or B. Let W be a non-empty, cyclically reduced word belonging to the normal closure of r". Then there exist words W' and D in A t B such that W'EN(~"),~(W')<~(W)-~,~(W')<I(W),I(D)<I(W)/~-~Z/~~~~ either W = W'Dr*mD-l or W = DrfmD-* W'.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 4.2, except that we use Theorem 3.2 instead of Theorem 3.1, and the three cases of the proof differ accordingly. We omit most of the details, but note the main differences. Firstly, we have a strict inequality between the lengths of W, W', because the lower bound for the lengths of the Vi in Note that in any case either DO is an initial subword of U or DO' is a terminal subword of V and that if 1 (DO) = l/2 we are free to choose between these possibilities. As W = SUT and UV are both cyclically reduced as words in the free product A * B the word S terminates with a letter from the same group as the last letter of V. Hence if DO' is a terminal subword of V then 1 (D) < I (S) + 1 (DO). It follows that DO may be chosen to give l(D) < l(W)/2 -ml/4 in all cases. The following theorem generalizes a result of Magnus [ 
Concluding remarks
Investigations of one-relator groups or one-relator products with high power relations tend to progress more easily the higher the exponent of the relator. It is therefore an interesting question how close to optimum are the hypotheses we have had to impose in order to prove our theorems.
Consider first the spelling theorem, Theorem 3.1. If we allow m 5 3 then the third possibility of the theorem merely asserts the existence of some empty subwords of IV, so is vacuously satisfied. Thus the theorem remains true in this case, but is not very useful. We do not know how to formulate even a conjecture for a useful spelling theorem for m 5 3, in general. One thing is clear, however: the method of proof of Theorem 3.1 would not work without some adaptation, since there is no general analogue of Theorem F( m ) of [lO,ll] for m 5 3 (see [5] ).
This leaves the two exceptional cases E (2, 3, 4) and E (2,3,5). In case E (2, 3, 5) the theorem as stated is false: take A = (a 1 a2), B = (b ) b3) and r = ab. Then W = (ab~b~)~ E N(6), but W does not satisfy any of the conclusions of Theorem 3.1. This example arises from a six-vertex picture with a single interior vertex connected to each of five neighbours by two arcs. The five boundary vertices are each connected to each of three neighbours by two arcs. There is no corresponding efficient picture in case E (2, 3, 4) . We do not know whether the theorem is true as stated for E (2, 3, 4) . On the other hand, the proofs of Theorem F (5) in [ lo] and of Theorem F (4) in [ 111 show that a weaker form of Theorem 3.1 holds in case E (2,3, m ) , m = 4,5: any given W either satisfies conclusion ( 1) or (2) of the theorem, or has at least three disjoint cyclic subwords, each identical to cyclic subwords of rim of length at least (m -3)1 -1.
For the second spelling theorem, Theorem 3.2, the statement is again vacuous for m = 2, and there seems no obvious conjecture that would give a useful spelling theorem in the case m = 2.
For the Cohen-Lyndon theorem, Theorem 5.1, it would seem reasonable to conjecture that this result holds also for m 2 4 if we discount the exceptional cases E (2, 3, 4) and (2, 3, 5) ; and for m = 3 if r contains no letter of order 2. We do not know how to prove such results in general, although it seems likely that the technical lemmas of [ 111 could be applied in the case m = 5 to help prove a Cohen-Lyndon Theorem. From the proof of Theorem 5.1 it is clear that some effort is necessary to get round the lack of an Identity Theorem in case E(2,2, m). This problem is even less tractible in cases E(2,3,4) and E (2, 3, 5) , where instead of a finite dihedral subgroup we need to cope with subgroups isomorphic to & and A5 respectively. As a result, it is not even immediately clear what the appropriate statement of a Cohen-Lyndon Theorem might be, in the sense that there is no obvious candidate for a free basis I/ of N(P).
Finally, there seems no reason to believe that the Magnus theorem, Theorem 5.2, will not hold for all m 2 2, without restriction. Our proof, however, is based on the spelling theorems, and so the restriction in the statement of the theorem cannot be avoided at present.
It is clear from the above remarks that a number of open questions in this area are still to be resolved. Some at least of these questions should be addressable using more sophisticated applications of the methods used in this paper, while others may need new techniques altogether.
